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Multi-dimensional classification aims at finding a function that assigns a vector of class

values to a given vector of features. In this paper, this problem is tackled by a general family

of models, called multi-dimensional Bayesian network classifiers (MBCs). This probabilistic

graphical model organizes class and feature variables as three different subgraphs: class

subgraph, feature subgraph, andbridge (fromclass to features) subgraph.Under the standard

0–1 loss function, the most probable explanation (MPE) must be computed, for which we

provide theoretical results in both general MBCs and in MBCs decomposable into maximal

connected components. Moreover, when computing the MPE, the vector of class values is

covered by following a special ordering (gray code). Under other loss functions defined in

accordancewith adecomposable structure,wederive theoretical results onhowtominimize

the expected loss. Besides these inference issues, the paper presents flexible algorithms for

learning MBC structures from data based on filter, wrapper and hybrid approaches. The

cardinality of the search space is also given. New performance evaluation metrics adapted

from the single-class setting are introduced. Experimental results with three benchmark

data sets are encouraging, and they outperform state-of-the-art algorithms for multi-label

classification.

© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In this paper we are interested in classification problems where there are multiple class variables C1, . . . , Cd. Therefore
the multi-dimensional classification problem consists of finding a function h that assigns to each instance given by a vector

of m features x = (x1, . . . , xm) a vector of d class values c = (c1, . . . , cd):

h : ΩX1 × · · · × ΩXm → ΩC1 × · · · × ΩCd

(x1, . . . , xm) �→ (c1, . . . , cd)

Weassume that Ci is a discrete variable, for all i = 1, . . . , d, withΩCi denoting its sample space and I = ΩC1 ×· · ·×ΩCd ,

the space of joint configurations of the class variables. Analogously, ΩXj is the sample space of the discrete feature variable

Xj , for all j = 1, . . . ,m.
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Many application domains include multi-dimensional classification problems: a text document or a semantic scene can

be assigned to multiple topics, a gene can have multiple biological functions, a patient may suffer from multiple diseases,

a patient may become resistant to multiple drugs for HIV treatment, a physical device can break down due to multiple

components failing, etc.

Multi-dimensional classification is a more difficult problem than the single-class case. The main problem is that there

is a large number of possible class label combinations, |I|, and a corresponding sparseness of available data. In a typical

scenario where an instance x is assigned to the most likely combination of classes (0–1 loss function), the aim is to compute

arg maxc1,...,cd p(C1 = c1, . . . , Cd = cd|x). It holds that p(C1 = c1, . . . , Cd = cd|x) ∝ p(C1 = c1, . . . , Cd = cd, x),
which requires |I| · |ΩX1 × · · · × ΩXm | parameters to be assigned. In the single-class case, |I| is just |ΩC | rather than

|ΩC1 × · · · × ΩCd |. Besides it having a high cardinality, it is also hard to estimate the required parameters from a (sparse)

data set in this d-dimensional space |I|. The factorization of this joint probability distributionwhenusing a Bayesian network

(BN) can somehow reduce the number of parameters required and will be our starting point.

Standard (one-class) BN classifiers cannot be straightforwardly applied to this multi-dimensional setting. On the one

hand, the problem could be transformed into a single-class problem if a compound class variable modeling all possible

combinations of classes is constructed. However, this class variable would have too many values, and even worse, the

model would not capture the structure of the classification problem (dependencies among class variables and also among

class variables and features). On the other hand, we could approach the multi-dimensional problem by constructing one

independent classifier for each class variable. However, thiswouldnot capture the interactions among class variables, and the

most likely class label for each independent classifier – marginal classifications – after being assembled as a d-dimensional

vector, might not coincide with the most likely vector of class labels of the observed data.

As we will show below, the few proposals found in the literature onmulti-dimensional BN classifiers (MBCs) are limited.

In this paper, we propose a comprehensive theory of MBCs, including their extended definition, learning from data algo-

rithms that cover all the possibilities (wrapper, filter and hybrid score + search strategies), and results on how to perform

total abduction for the exact inference of themost probable explanation (MPE). MPE computation is themain aim in 0–1 loss

function classification problems but involves a high computational cost in the multi-dimensional setting. Several contribu-

tions are designed here to reduce this computational load: the introduction of special decomposedMBCs, their extension to

non 0–1 loss function problems that respect this decomposition, and a particular and favorable way of enumerating all the

(c1, . . . , cd) configurations instead of using a brute-force approach.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines MBCs. Section 3 covers different contributions for the MPE com-

putation and introduces a restricted structure of decomposable MBCs where MPE is easier to compute. Section 4 extends

these ideas to compute the Bayes decision rule with certain loss functions that we call additive CB-decomposable loss func-

tions. Section 5 presents performance measures suitable for evaluating MBCs. Section 6 describes wrapper, filter and hybrid

algorithms to learn MBCs from data. It also provides the cardinality of the MBC structure space where these algorithms

search for. Section 7 shows experimental results onMPEwith simulatedMBCs. Section 8 contains experimental results with

three benchmark data sets. Section 9 reviews the work related to multi-dimensional classification, with special emphasis

on papers using (simpler) MBCs. Finally, Section 10 sums up the paper with some conclusions.

2. Multi-dimensional Bayesian network classifiers

A Bayesian network over a finite set V = {Z1, . . . , Zn}, n ≥ 1, of discrete random variables is a pair B = (G, Θ),
where G is an acyclic directed graph whose vertices correspond to the random variables and Θ is a set of parameters

θz|pa(z) = p(z|pa(z)), where pa(z) is a value of the set of variables Pa(Z), parents of the Z variable in the graphical structure

G [42,36]. B defines a joint probability distribution pB over V given by

pB(z1, . . . , zn) =
n∏

i=1

p(zi|pa(zi)). (1)

A multi-dimensional Bayesian network classifier is a Bayesian network specially designed to solve classification problems

includingmultiple class variables inwhich instances described by a number of features have to be assigned to a combination

of classes.

Definition 1 (Multi-dimensional Bayesian network classifier). In an MBC denoted by B = (G, Θ), the graph G = (V,A) has
the set V of vertices partitioned into two sets VC = {C1, . . . , Cd}, d ≥ 1, of class variables and VX = {X1, . . . , Xm}, m ≥ 1,

of feature variables (d + m = n). G also has the set A of arcs partitioned into three sets, AC , AX , ACX , such that:

• AC ⊆ VC × VC is composed of the arcs between the class variables having a subgraph GC = (VC,AC) –class subgraph– of

G induced by VC .• AX ⊆ VX × VX is composed of the arcs between the feature variables having a subgraph GX = (VX ,AX ) –feature

subgraph– of G induced by VX .
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